Åkesson
Design

kafrin yarnie to go

nice and useful

Difficulty Level

easy
basic crochet skills required: crocheting in the round, single and double crochet stitches (U.S.)

Materials
suggested yarn
100 g Lana Grossa Paradiso for the
bottom and the body
50g Lana Grossa Fresco Self Striping for
the bottleneck

suggested needles
crochet hook #5 (depends on your used
yarn)

or some other yarn of similar quality

Size information

other equipment
tapestry needle
scissors
20 cm elastic band (3mm)
50 cm leather string (or 100cm if you
hold it double as I did)
round piece of leather (diameter of
18cm)
two metal rings (diameter of 3cm)

one size
diameter 18cm
height 11cm when closed (18cm total)

Schematic

Techniques
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magic loop circle

https://youtu.be/2gxY2_Cwbqk

single crochet stitches, double crochet stitches
(U.S.)

https://youtu.be/cOg6loL1qOs

Pattern instructions

Step 1 (the ground):
Crochet a round plate of 18cm diameter in single crochet stitches starting with the magic loop circle.
Add a few stitches in each round evenly distributed, so the plate stays flat.
Step 2 (the body):
Without adding any more stitches, go on working single crochet stitches in the round for 11cm.
Step 3 (the bottleneck):
This is the moment when I changed the yarn quality from thick to thinner ribbon yarn.
Work double crochet stitches in the round for 8cm, being careful to decrease a few stitches in each
round except the last, so the bag becomes a little bit smaller towards the top.
Step 4 (the hem/tunnel for the elastic band): Fold the last round to the inside of the bag and fix it with
sewing stitches, using a tapestry needle and a yarn thread, which must be approx. 3 times the
circumference. So there is a small tunnel now at the top of the bag. Use the tapestry needle to pull an
elastic band through this tunnel and give it a little tension by pulling it softly. Knot both ends of the
elastic band.

Finishing

Fix two metal rings (each approx. 3cm in diameter) on opposite sides of the body, using a tapestry
needle and ribbon yarn.
Fix a leather string by knotting it to both rings, so you can use it as a handle.
Put a piece of leather (round with 18cm diameter) on the ground of the inside of the bag.

Photos
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I appreciate you linking your project to my ravelry design.
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